This activity is for Scouts
but any section or leaders
could take part too !

CRAFT BOX
SOCK SNOWMEN

Scouts Sock Snowmen
What you need:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 White Sock
1kg Rice (maximum for adult sock)
Thin String
Scraps of Fabric or Ribbons and Buttons
Super Glue and Scissors
Sharpie Pens or Felt-tips

How to make it:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cut off the foot part of the sock, 3-4cms or so before the heel – this is going to be the hat later on in the build.
On the cut end of the sock, wrap around and tie a piece of string very tightly around to close the end up.
Now turn the sock inside out and fill with the rice, making sure as it fills up, you shape the body and head.
Do not over-fill, leaving enough spare sock at the top to tie it closed with a piece of string.
Tie a third piece of string to divide the head from the body in the proportions indicated in the picture.
Tie a ribbon or piece of fabric round the neck as a scarf.
Make a hat by taking the toe piece of the sock, rolling over the edge to hide the raw edges and placing it on the snowman’s
head.
Draw on eyes and a carrot nose with the pens and glue buttons to the snowman’s belly.

Get more Crafty:
Once you have mastered the method of making these
little snowmen.
Why not make a snowman family for yourself or to
give as festive home-made gifts.
You could also learn to knit to make some woolly
accessories.

Safety Notes:
Scissors: Supervise young people appropriately when using tools and scissors.
Store all sharp objects securely, out of the reach of young people.
Glue and Solvents: Supervise young people appropriately when they’re using glue and solvent products. Make sure there’s
plenty of ventilation. Be aware of any medical conditions which could be affected by glue or solvent use and make adjustments
as needed.
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